It has been shown in recent work that Expectation-Maximization (EM) is an attractive way to learn the parameters of SumProduct Networks (SPNs). However, previous derivations of EM do not easily extend to SPNs with general leaf distributions and shared parameters. In this paper we obtain a new derivation of EM for SPNs allowing to derive EM updates for arbitrary leaf distributions and for shared parameters between SPN nodes. Here, EM translates in a set of independent weighted maximum likelihood problems for each leaf distribution, and therefore any distribution that can be trained with maximum likelihood (even approximately) fits in this framework. The ability of learning complex leaf distributions in a principled way makes SPN parameter learning more flexible than learning SPN weights only. We demonstrate the potential of this approach with extensive experiments on twenty widely used benchmark datasets, using tree graphical models as leaf distributions.
INTRODUCTION

Sum-Product
Networks (SPNs, [Poon and Domingos, 2011] ) are probabilistic models which represent distributions through a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with sum and products as internal nodes and tractable probability distributions as leaves. The crucial property of SPNs is that the cost of inference scales linearly with the number of edges in the DAG, and therefore exact inference is always tractable (in contrast to graphical models where inference can be intractable even for relatively small graphs with cycles). In addition, SPNs can model complex distributions by exploiting context specific dependences and determinism. Due to these attractive modeling properties, SPNs found practical use in a broad range of machine learning tasks including computer vision and density estimation (see e.g. [Gens and Domingos, 2012 , Cheng et al., 2014 , Amer and Todorovic., 2015 , Rahman and Gogate, 2016b ).
It was recently shown (independently by [Dennis and Ventura, 2015] and [Zhao et al., 2016] ) that a SPN S encodes a mixture model whose size can be exponentially larger than the number of edges in S. The mixture components in this mixture are obtained, roughly speaking, as product combinations of a subset of the leaf distributions. Crucially, an efficient derivation of the classical Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm was obtained for this very large mixture. This was done independently by [Peharz et al., 2016] and [Zhao et al., 2016] : [Zhao et al., 2016] obtains this update by viewing SPN as a sigmomial problem. [Peharz et al., 2016] does so by adding hidden variables to each internal SPN node, and then finding the marginals required in EM. An empirical analysis in [Zhao et al., 2016] showed than EM performs better in practice than parameter learning algorithms developed previously in literature.
However, the derivations of EM considered above do not cover two important cases that are used in literature. The first case is obtaining EM updates for arbitrary leaf distributions ( fig. 1 ). Using leaf distributions with complex structure allows to have a large degree of flexibility in SPN leaves, as shown for instance in [Rahman and Gogate, 2016a] and [Rahman and Gogate, 2016b ] which obtain state of the art results on density estimation learning a SPN structure with tree graphical models leaves. Existing EM learning algorithms do not include updates on complex leaf distribution: [Zhao et al., 2016] only deals with weight updates, and [Peharz et al., 2016] only discusses the case of a univariate leaf distributions in the exponential family. The second case for which we wish to obtain EM updates (a rarer one) is that of SPNs can have shared parameters between nodes (e.g. [Cheng et al., 2014] ).
The goal of this paper is to extend EM to the general case of shared parameters and arbitrary leaf distributions. Unfortunately, it was not straightforward (at least to us) to extend the methods above to include these cases. Therefore, we propose a new derivation of EM which allows to naturally extend to these scenarios. The first step in this derivation is providing a new result relating the SPN and a subset of its encoded mixture (Proposition 2 in the following). Then, directly applying the EM for mixture models to a SPN and exploiting Proposition 2, the optimization of SPN leaves assumes the form of a weighted maximum likelihood problem, which is a slight modification of standard maximum likelihood and is well studied for a wide class of distributions. Solutions can be found efficiently either with exact or approximate methods, and extend immediately to the parameter sharing case.
This result allows to use complex leaf distribution and train them efficiently and straightforwardly, as long as they can be trained with maximum likelihood. Even approximate maximum likelihood estimators can be used, which allows a very wide family of probabilistic models to be used as leaves. Furthermore, particularly nice results hold when leaves belong to the exponential family, where the M step has a single optimum and the maximization can often be performed efficiently in closed form -for instance for multivariate Gaussian distributions and for tree graphical models leaves, where both the optimal structure and parameters can be found ( fig. 1 ).
To test if these properties can be exploited in practice, we perform experiments on a set of twenty widely used datasets for density estimation, using a SPN with tree graphical models leaves. First, we compare the effects of learning only the SPN weights or also the leaf distributions with EM, showing that the latter consistently improves training log likelihood results. Second, we show that a simple SPN structure learning algorithm with tree graphical model leaves learned with EM can obtain performances comparable with state of the art methods while using much smaller models, thanks to the greater expressivity of the leaf distributions. These results suggests that much of the complexity of the SPN structure can be encoded in complex leaves trained with maximum likelihood, and that therefore using complex leaf distributions learned with EM is a promising direction of future research.
Figure 1: Sketch of a SPN with tree graphical models as leaves. The SPN weights and the structure and potentials of the trees can be learnt jointly and efficiently with our derivation of EM.
Structure of the Paper.
Section 2 introduces SPNs and the related notation. Section 3 discusses SPNs as mixture models and introduces the new Proposition 2. Section 4 contains our derivation of Expectation Maximization for SPNs. Section 5 reports experiments on benchmark datasets.
BACKGROUND: SUM-PRODUCT NETWORKS
We start with the definition of SPN based on [Gens and Domingos, 2013] , chosen decomposable without lack of generality -see [Peharz, 2015] . Consider a set of variables X (either continuous or discrete):
Definition 1. Sum-Product Network (SPN) :
is a SPN S(X) if the weights w k are nonnegative (notice that X is in common for each SPN S k ).
By associating a node to each product, sum and tractable distribution and adding edges between an operator and its inputs, a SPN can be represented as a rooted Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with sums and products as internal nodes and tractable distributions as leaves (example: fig. 2 ). This definition generalizes the SPN with indicator variables presented in [Poon and Domingos, 2011] , since indicator variables are a special case of distribution in the form of a Dirac delta centered on a particular state of the variable, e.g. δ (x, 0) ( fig. 1) . A SPN is normalized if weights of outgoing edges of sum nodes sum to 1: k w k = 1. We will consider only normalized SPNs, without loss of generality ( [Peharz, 2015] ).
Notation. We use the following notation throughout the paper. X denotes a set of variables (either continuous or discrete depending on the context) and x an assignment of these variables. We consider a SPN S(X). S q (X q ) denotes the sub-SPN rooted at a node q of S, with X q ⊆ X. S (x) is the value of S evaluated for assignment x (see below). ϕ l (X l ) denotes the distribution at leaf node l. In the DAG of S, ch(q) and pa(q) denote the children and parents of q respectively, and (q, i) indicates an edge between q and its child i. If q is a sum node this edge is associated to a weight w q i , and for simplicity of notation we associate outgoing edges of product nodes to a weight 1. Finally, E (S), L (S) and N (S) denote respectively the set of edges, leaves and sum nodes in S.
Parameters. S (X) is governed by two sets of parameters: the set of sum node weights W (terms w q i for each sum node edge) and the set of leaf distribution parameters θ. We write S (X|W, θ) to explicitly express this dependency. Each leaf distribution ϕ l is associated to a parameter set θ l ⊆ θ, which are for instance the mean and covariance for Gaussian leaves, and the tree structure and potentials for tree graphical model leaves (see section 4.2).
Evaluation. Assuming that the DAG of S (X) has E edges, then the quantities S (x) and ∂S(x) ∂Sq for each node in S can be evaluated with a cost O (E) [Poon and Domingos, 2011] , by performing an upward and downward pass on the SPN. The partition function can be also computed in O (E).
SPNs AS MIXTURE MODELS
This section discusses the interpretation of SPNs as a mixture model derived independently in [Dennis and Ventura, 2015] and [Zhao et al., 2016] , on which we will base our derivation of EM.
Definition 2. A complete subnetwork (subnetwork for brevity) σ c of S is a SPN constructed by first including the root of S in σ c , then processing each node q included in σ c as follows:
1. If q is a sum node, include in σ c one child i ∈ ch (q) with relative weight w q i . Process the included child.
2. If q is a product node, include in σ c all the children ch (q). Process the included children.
3. If q is a leaf node, do nothing.
Example: fig. 2 . The term "subnetwork" is taken from [Gens and Domingos, 2012] that use the same concept. It is easy to show that any subnetwork is a tree ( [Dennis and Ventura, 2015] ). Let us call C the number of different subnetworks obtainable from S for different choices of included sum node children, and associate a unique index c ∈ 1, 2..., C to each possible subnetwork σ 1 , σ 2 , ..., σ C . [Poon and Domingos, 2011] noted that the number of subnetworks can be exponentially larger than the number of edges in S, e.g for the parity distribution ( fig. 1 ).
Note that the mixture coefficients are products of all the sum weights in a subnetwork σ c , and mixture components are factorizations obtained as products of leaves in σ c (see fig. 2 ). Proposition 1. A SPN S encodes the following mixture model:
where C denotes the number of different subnetworks in S, and λ c , P c are mixture coefficients and components as in def. 3.
Proof: see [Dennis and Ventura, 2015] . Notice that since C ≫ E, it follows that a SPN encodes a mixture which can be intractably large if explicitly represented.
We now introduce a new result that is crucial for our derivation of EM, reporting it here rather than in the proofs section since it contributes to the set of analytical tools for SPNs.
Proposition 2. Consider a SPN S(X), a sum node q ∈ S and a node i ∈ ch(q). The following relation holds:
where k:(q,i)∈E(σ k ) denotes the sum over all the subnetworks σ k of S that include the edge (q, i). Proof: in Appendix A.1. This result relates the subset of the mixture model corresponding to subnetworks σ k that cross (q, i) and the value and derivative of the SPN nodes q and i. Note that evaluating the lefthand sum has a cost O (C) (intractable) but the righthand term has a cost O (E) (tractable). Since in the derivation of EM we will need to evaluate such subsets of solutions, this result allows to compute the quantity of interest in a single SPN evaluation. Note also that
corresponds to the evaluation of a non-normalized SPN which is a subset of S -e.g. the colored part in fig. 3 .
EXPECTATION MAXIMIZATION
Expectation Maximization is an elegant and widely used method for finding maximum likelihood solutions for models with latent variables (see e.g. [Murphy, 2012, 11.4] ). Given a distribution P (X) = C c=1 P (X, c|π) where c are latent variables and π are the distribution parameters our objective is to maximize the log likelihood N n=1 ln C c=1 P (x n , c|π) over a dataset of observations {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x N }. EM proceeds by updating the parameters iteratively starting from some initial configuration π old . An update step consists in finding π * = arg max π Q (π|π old ), where Q (π|π old ) = N n=1 C c=1 P (c|x n , π old ) ln P (c, x n |π). We want to apply EM to the mixture encoded by a SPN, which is in principle intractably large. First, using the relation between SPN and encoded mixture model in Proposition 1 we identify P (c, x n |π) = λ c (W ) P c (x n |θ), P (x n |π old ) = S (x n |W old , θ old ), and therefore P (c|x n , π old ) = P (c,
Applying these substitutions and dropping the dependency on W old , θ old for compactness, Q (W, θ|W old , θ old ) becomes:
In the following sections we will maximize Q (W, θ) for W and θ.
Weights Update
Simplifying Q (W, θ) through the use of Proposition 2 (Appendix A.2), one needs to maximize the following objective function:
The evaluation of terms β q i , which depend only on W old , θ old and are therefore constants in the optimization, is the E step of the EM algorithm. We now maximize Q W (W ) subject to i w q i = 1∀q ∈ N (S) (M step).
Non shared weights.
If weights at each node q are disjoint, then we can move the max inside the sum, obtaining separated maximizations each in the form arg max w q i∈ch(q) β q i ln w q i , where w q is the set of weights outgoing from q. Now, the same maximum is attained multiplying by k = 
Remark: this update for non-shared weights only was already derived (with radically different approaches) in [Peharz et al., 2016 , Zhao et al., 2016 .
Shared weights.
In some SPN applications it is necessary to share weights between different sum nodes, for instance when a convolutional architecture is used (see e.g. [Cheng et al., 2014] ). To keep notation simple let us consider only two nodes q 1 , q 2 constrained to share weights, that is w + const (the constant includes terms not depending on w q ). Then, employing the weight sharing constraint, maximization of Q W forŵ becomes arg maxŵ i∈ch(q) (β q1 i + β q2 i ) lnŵ. As in the non-shared case, we end up maximizing the cross entropy −H (k (β q1 i + β q2 i ) ,ŵ i ). Generalizing for an arbitrary set of nodes D such that any node q ∈ D has shared weightsŵ, the weight update forŵ is as follows:
Note that in both the shared and non shared cases, the EM weight update does not suffer from vanishing updates even in deep nodes thanks to the normalization term. Finally, we note that since all the quantities required in a weight update can be computed with a single forward-downward pass on the SPN, an EM iteration for W has cost linear in the number of edges.
Leaf Parameters Update
From the mixture point of view, the weight update corresponds to the EM update for the mixture coefficients P c in eq. 1. Simplifying Q (W, θ) through the use of Proposition 2 (Appendix A.3), the optimization problem reduces to:
The evaluation of terms α ln , which are constant coefficients in the optimization since they depend only on W old , θ old , is the E step of the EM algorithm and can be seen as computing the responsibility that leaf distribution ϕ l assigns to the n-th data point, similarly to the responsibilities appearing in EM for classical mixture models. Importantly, we note that the maximization (8) is concave as long as ln ϕ l (X l |θ) is concave, in which case there is an unique global optimum.
Non shared parameters.
Introducing the hypothesis that parameters θ l are disjoint at each leaf l, we obtain separate maximizations in the form:
In this formulation one can recognize a weighted maximum likelihood problem, where each data sample n is weighted by a soft-count α ln . This implies that EM can be applied to any distribution that can can be trained with weighted maximum likelihood. This procedure typically requires small changes from nonweighted maximum likelihood, and most distributions that can be trained with maximum likelihood admit also the weighted variant. Furthermore, since EM is guaranteed to converge as long as the objective function increases (see [Neal and Hinton, 1998 ]), then the likelihood maximization can also be performed with approximate methods that do not reach the global optimum of the M step. Therefore, any distribution on which weighted maximum likelihood can be performed at least approximately can be used as SPN leaf and trained with EM.
Shared parameters.
Let us consider the case of two leaf nodes k, j associated to distributions ϕ k (X k |θ k ), ϕ j (X j |θ j ) respectively, such that θ k = θ j =θ are shared parameters. Then, we can rewrite eq. 8 for k, j as Q θ (θ) = N n=1 α kn ln ϕ k (x n |θ) + N n=1 α jn ln ϕ j (x n |θ) + const(θ). Generalizing to an arbitrary set of leaves D such that each leaf l ∈ D has a distribution ϕX l |θ and dropping the constant term, we need to maximize the following expression:
The objective function depending onθ now contains a sum of logarithms, therefore it cannot be maximized as separate weighted maximum likelihood problems over each leaf as in the non shared case. However, this expression is still concave as long as ln ϕ l (X l |θ) is concave, in which case there is an unique global optimum (Note: this case holds for exponential families, discussed next). Then, the optimal solution can be found with iterative methods such as gradient descent or second order methods.
Exponential Family Leaves. A crucial property of exponential families is that eq. 8 is concave and therefore a global optimum can be reached (see e.g. [Murphy, 2012, 11.3.2] ). Additionally, the solution is often available efficiently in closed form. As an example , we will look in detail in the close form solution of the Mstep for two relevant cases.
If ϕ l (X l ) is a multivariate Gaussian, the solution of eq. 10 is obtained e.g. in [Murphy, 2012, 11.4 .2]:
. In this case, EM for SPNs generalizes EM for a Gaussian mixture models.
If ϕ l (X l ) is a tree graphical model over discrete variables, the solution of eq. 10 can be found with the Chow-Liu algorithm ( [Chow and Liu, 1968] ) adapted for weighted likelihood (see [Meila and Jordan, 2000] ). The algorithm has a cost quadratic on the cardinality of X and allows to learn jointly the optimal tree structure and potentials. The resulting SPN represents a very large mixture of tree graphical models as in fig.  1 , and EM for this SPN generalizes EM for mixture of trees (see [Meila and Jordan, 2000] ).
Finally, we note that since all the quantities required in a weight update can be computed with a single forward-downward pass on the SPN, an EM iteration for θ has cost linear in the number of edges. The cost of the maximization for each leaf depends on the leaf type: for Gaussian and tree graphical model leaves, it is linear in the number of data points.
EXPERIMENTS
The aim of this section is to evaluate the possible gains of training complex SPN leaf distributions with EM. As leaf distribution of choice we take tree graphical models, in which weighted maximum likelihood can be solved exactly (section 4.2).
First, we need to define the structure of the SPN in which we want to test the learning performances. In order to keep the focus on parameter learning rather than structure learning we chose to use the simplest structure learning algorithm (LearnSPN, [Gens and Domingos, 2013] ), and augment it to use tree leaves by simply adding a fixed number of tree leaves to each generated sum node q. The tree leaves are initialized as a mixture model over the data that was used to learn the subnetwork rooted in q (see [Gens and Domingos, 2013] for details). To keep the models small and the structure simple, we limit the depth to a fixed value. The number of added trees and the maximum depth are hyperparameters.
In order to evaluate the effect of learning the tree leaves we perform the following two experiments, using a set of 20 binary datasets that have been widely used as a density estimation benchmark for SPNs and related architectures, and whose structure is described in table 1 (see [Gens and Domingos, 2013] ).
Experiment 1 In this experiment we compare learning using EM updates on weights W only and using updates on both weights and leaf nodes parameters θ (determining the structure and potentials of the tree leaves). The SPN structure is first learned from data with the modified LearnSPN algorithm described above. Then, parameters W and θ are randomly reinitialized, and EM on the training data is run until convergence of the training log-likelihood. In table 1 we report training log-likelihood when either EM updates on weights W only, on parameters θ only, or jointly on W and θ are used. Note: when training only W we also update the weights that define the tree potentials in each leaf, since they would be SPN weights if the tree leaves were expressed as SPNs. An example convergence plot of the three EM variants is shown in fig. 4 . The empirical results show that indeed EM updates for leaf distributions give better results than updates over the weight update only. This is not surprising since learning only the weights and not the tree structure leads to a strictly worse increase in log likelihood at each leaf update -however, the results of the converged EM procedure are not guaranteed to be better. Note that typically SPN parameter learning algorithms learn the SPN weights but not the leaf distributions, that are often simple indicator variables (however, the SPN structure in such methods typically has a much larger edge/leaves ratio, and it is therefore difficult to perform a direct comparison).
Experiment 2 In this experiment we test the generalization capabilities of learning tree leaves with EM by evaluating the test set log likelihood on the benchmark datasets. The SPN structure is learned used the simple structure learning algorithm described above, performing a grid search over the independence thresholds (values {0.1, 0.01, 0.001}) and number of tree leaves ({5, 20, 30}) attached to sum nodes (see [Gens and Domingos, 2013 ] for details). We limit the SPN depth to 6 to keep the models small enough for out MATLAB implementation. Then, we fine tuned the initial SPN by training W, θ with EM, stopping as soon as validation log-likelihood started to decrease.
First, we compare against CCCP ( [Zhao et al., 2016] ) which is the method closest to ours: CCCP employs LearnSPN for structure learning (like us, but without depth limit) then runs EM with only W -updates over the learned structure. The results of this experiment are shown in table 2. To perform a fair comparison, we also plot the network size as the number of edges in the network (table 2) , and for each tree leaf node we also add to this count the number of edges which would be needed to represent the tree as a SPN. The results of our algorithm (column SPN-Trees) is better than the ones obtained with CCCP in the majority of cases, despite the network size being generally smaller. These results indicates that it might be convenient to put more computational resources in modelling SPNs with complex structured leaves, learned with EM, rather than in just increasing the number of SPN edges.
Second, as performance reference, we compare our test log likelihood with the current state of the art, obtained comparing the competing approaches ID-SPN [Rooshenas and Lowd, 2014] , ACMN [Lowd and Domingos, 2012] , SPN-SVD [Adel et al., 2015] , SPNMerge [Rahman and Gogate, 2016b] and ECNets [Rahman and Gogate, 2016a] . Our results are close to state of the art in several datasets, and surpass it in two cases. This fact is quite surprisingly given the simplicity of the structure learning algorithm used here, and it suggests that integrating the complex structure learning methods used in the other papers with EM for leaves might provide competitive results. For instance, it would be straightforward to apply SPNMerge [Rahman and Gogate, 2016b] to the SPN obtained with SPN-trees, obtaining a graph SPN, and using better ways to split the variables such as SPN-SVD [Adel et al., 2015] . This should be subject of future work.
Overall, the results of these experiments indicate that trading part of the computational resources used for creating a SPN with a large number of edges to create SPNs with structurally rich leaf distributions can be a worthy trade-off, which has been not explored until now. Therefore, using SPNs with complex leaves trained with EM through maximum likelihood (even approximately) is a promising direction of research, to be investigated in future applications. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we obtained a new derivation of Expectation Maximization (EM) for Sum-Product Networks (SPN) including EM updates for arbitrary leaf distributions and shared parameters, which were not covered in previous work. EM updates at the leaves were shown to correspond to a weighted maximum likelihood problem, which allows a large family of distribution to fit in this framework. In particular, the optimal solution can be found exactly and efficiently for many exponential family models (e.g. for Gaussian and tree graphical models leaves). Experimental results on benchmark datasets showed that using complex SPN leaves trained with EM is a promising direction of future research.
A PROOFS
Preliminars. Consider some subnetwork σ c of S including the edge (q, i) ( fig. 3 ). Remembering that σ c is a tree, we divide σ c in three disjoint subgraphs: the edge (q, i), the tree σ
h(c) corresponding to "descendants" of i, and the remaining tree σ a(q) g(c) . Notice that g (c) could be the same for two different subnetworks σ 1 and σ 2 , meaning that the subtree σ g(c) and P c = P
and similarly for a (q). With this notation, for each subnetwork σ c including (q, i) we write:
Let us now consider the sum over all the subnetworks σ c of S that include (q, i). The sum can be rewritten as two nested sums, the external one over all terms σ a(q) g (red part, fig. 3 ) and the internal one over all subnets σ fig. 3 ). This is intuitively easy to grasp: we can think of the sum over all trees σ c as first keeping the subtree σ a(q) g fixed and varying all possible subtrees σ d(i) h below i (inner sum), then iterating this for choice of σ a(q) g (outer sum). Exploiting the factorization 12 we obtain the following: Lemma 1.
Proof. First let us separate the sum in eq. 1 in two sums, one over subnetworks including q and one over subnetworks not including q: S (X) = k:q∈σ k λ k P k + l:q / ∈σ l λ l P l . The second sum does not involve node q so for
it is a constantk. Then, S = k:q∈σ k λ k P k +k. As in eq. 13, we divide the sum k:q∈σ k (·) in two nested sums acting over disjoint
We now notice that
refer to the subtree of σ c rooted in i and the sum is taken over all such subtrees. Therefore: S = C a(q) g=1 λ a(q) g P a(q) g S q +k. Taking the partial derivative leads to the result.
A.1 Proof of Proposition 2
We start by writing the sum on the left-hand side of eq. 2 as in eq. 13. Now, first we notice that 
A.3 EM step on θ
Starting from eq. 3, as in A.2 we expand ln P c as a sum of logarithms and obtain: Q (θ) = N n=1 C c=1 λcPc(xn) S(xn) l∈L(σc) ln ϕ l (x n |θ l )+const. Introducing δ l,c which equals 1 if l ∈ L (σ c ) and 0 otherwise, dropping the constant and performing the sum l∈L(S) over all leaves in S we get:
ln ϕ l (x n |θ l ) δ l,c Where α ln = S (x n ) −1 c:l∈L(σc) λ c P c (x n ). To compute α ln we notice that the term P c in this sum always contains a factor ϕ l (def. 3), and ϕ l = S l by def. 1. Then, writing P c\l = k∈L(σc)\l ϕ k we obtain: α ln = S (x n ) −1 S l c:l∈L(σc) λ c P c\l (x n ) . Finally, since S = c:l∈L(σc) λ c P c + k:l / ∈L(σ k ) λ k P k = S l c:l∈L(σc) λ c P c\l +k (wherek does not depend on S l ), taking the derivative we get ∂S ∂S l = c:l∈L(σc) λ c P c\l .
Substituting we get: α ln = S (x n ) −1 ∂S(X) ∂S l S l (x n ).
